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Book Description

The Magic of Viral Energy (MOVE) book offers a fun and compelling narrative told through true short
stories. Its message is for seekers—those intrepids who want to squeeze the lemons of life and discover
their full potential.
MOVE reveals provocative insights into the universe; our personal and romantic relationships; how we
each have an energetic-presence that flows within one of seven levels of energy strata; it speaks to the
energetic antidote to unhappiness and even the common cold…plus challenges The Big Bang Theory in a
totally new way that has never been looked at before. In this book, author Penelope Jean Hayes explains
our need to move from power-through-force to empowerment-through-creation; why we experience
time as moving forward, how the universe is expanding exponentially (and by the way, scientists still
have no idea), the fact that teleportation is possible, and how we can utilize energy for our greater
success, fulfillment, and joy. All that, plus a Foreword by Oprah’s Dog!
The Magic of Viral Energy is eye-opening and exciting and it makes day-to-day life easier and our big
dreams possible!

Author’s Mini-Bio
Penelope Jean Hayes is a new-consciousness author, contemporary philosopher, and speaker. She
practices osmotic-energy-balancing and writes her spiritual and cosmological theories through a process
of channeling higher-stream-consciousness. Her written works on social, popular culture, and
environmental issues have appeared in HuffPost and she regularly writes aspirational content for the
international publication Face the Current magazine. Penelope has a background in social/popular
culture analysis and has appeared on television hundreds of times as an expert guest on programs
including Dr. Phil and ABC News.

Penelope is an advocate for Higher-Self-development and the pursuit of “viral energy” as a field of study.
She uses her voice to call for the protection of the planet through the preservation of endangered species
and the adoption of plant-based food sources. Penelope is a vegan, wanderlust world-traveler,
and Survivor superfan. She and her husband, Burton, currently live in Naples, Florida, although they are
often on the move.
She is the author of the book, The Magic of Viral Energy, which centers on the contagious nature of
energy, and she is currently writing her second title, Do Unto Earth, which reveals broader issues facing
both humanity and planet Earth that directly affect you and our species’ future. Penelope is the Founder
of the Viral Energy Institute; she discovered viralenology (The Study of Viral Energy) and is the world’s
first viralenologist.

Other Key Information
• Author Penelope Jean Hayes is represented by literary agent Bill Gladstone (also agent to megabestselling authors Eckhart Tolle and Neale Donald Walsch).
• This title is traditionally published by Morgan James Publishing; New York, NY.
• Author has founded the Viral Energy Institute, offering courses, community, and research in the new
scientific Study of Viral Energy
• The author is an experienced television personality; her previous media events include being an expert
guest on Dr. Phil and ABC News.
• The author has written for the HuffPost for years and currently writes spiritual self-help and
metaphysical content for Face the Current magazine.
• Author’s book’s Foreword is by Oprah’s Dog. (Curious?)
• The book’s front cover blurb is from Dr. Fred Alan Wolf (Winner of the National Book Award in
Science) and star of The Secret and What The Bleep Do We Know!? films.
• The book’s back cover blurb is from actor and animal rights activist Peter Egan best known
from Downton Abbey)
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